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4 a) 
Find the fourier transform of f(x):{01 ,r'\ri', lo = 

t 
and also find fourie r Q)

inverse transform

Using fourier sine integral for f(x): e-* show that Jo--#af:n "-*

Find the fourier sine transform of e-*, xFO .Hence evaluate Jr-;lr*

(8)

(7)

b)

5a)
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Normal distrihution table is allowed in the uamination hall
PART A (MODI]LES r AI{D rI)

An swer tw o full questions'.

A random variable X takes the values -3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3 such that P(X:0):P(X>0) (7)

:P(X<0) and P(X:-3): P(X:-2): P(X:-l): PCX:I): P(X:2): P(X:3).Obtain

the probability diStribution and the distribution function of X

If the sum of the mean and variance of a binomial distribution for 5 trials is 1.8 (8)

Find the probability distribution function.

It is known that2Yo of the accounts in a company are delinquent. If 5 accounts are (7)

selected at random, compute the following probabilities (i) atrnost 2 accounts will

be delinquent (ii) atmost 4 accounts will be delinquent

Find the value of k and hence find the mean and variance of the distribution (8)

(x): kx2e-" 0<x<co

If X is uniformly distributed over (-cr,o) , o<0. Find o so that (i) P(x>l) : l/3 (7)

(ii) P(xl (l): P(lxl >l)
Soh of the observation in a normal distribution are below 5 and 25o/o of the (8)

observations are between 5 and 25. Find mean and SD

PART B (MODULES III AND Iv)
Answer two full questions,
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b) Find the Laplace transform of (i) te-tsint Gi# (s)

6 a) Solve# +*5y:4e3tgiventhaty:2,#=Twhent:0 Q)

b) using convolution theorem find r-1# (s)

PART C (MODULES V Ar[D Vr)
Answer thto IUA questions.

7 a) Using Newton Raphson method find correct to four decimal places, the root (8)

between 0 and I of the equation x3- 6x * 4:0
b) Thepopulationofatownisasfollows (12)

Year l94l l95l 196l l97l l98l l99l
Population 20 24 29 36 46 51
(in lakhs)

Estimate the population increase during the period 1946 to 1976

8 a) Apply Lagrangeis formulato obtain the value of y when x:35 given that (6)

x30343842
y -30 -13 3 18

b) Solve the equation using Gauss elimination method (7)

2x+ y * z: 10, 3x + 2y * 3z:18, x + 4y * 9z: 16

c) Solvethe system ofequations 4x * 2y + z: 14, x + 5y- z: l0,x + y * 8z: 20 (7)

using Gauss-Seidal iteration method

9 a) A solid of revolution is formed by rotating about the x axis, the area between the x (7)

axis, the line x:0 and x:l and a cur/e through the points with the following

coordinates

x 0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Y 1.0000 .9896 .9589 .9089 .8415

Estimate the volume of the solid formed using Trapezoidal rule

b) Using Euler's method frnd y(0.2) and y(0.4) given fl : *+ y, y(0) : I and h:0.2 (6)

c) Use the fourth order Runge-Kutta method to find y(0.2) fromfl: y - x ,y(0):2 Q)

taking h:0.1
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